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Lifts and test equipment in premium quality

Are you looking for a lift for your workshop, or the correct test equipment? No problem! We have a solution for sure!


            
                Contact us!
                                                                                Partner Worldwide
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                                        NxT Generation - Inground lifts

                                        With the NxT Generation inground lifts from AUTOPSTENHOJ you experience quality at the very highest level! We have made the best even better for you!

                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    
                                                                            
                                        Too OLD? Get it NEW!

                                        Fitting solutions for almost all brands on the market! If the inground lift is outdated and needs to be replaced, the NxT Generation  inground lift technology from AUTOPSTENHOJ offers the perfect solution.

                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    
                                                                            
                                        Inground lifts

                                        AUTOPSTENHOJ inground lifts impress with their lasting good look. Benefit from more than 70 years of experience in the field of inground lifting technology. 

                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    
                                                                            
                                        Surface-mounted lifts

                                        AUTOPSTENHOJ surface-mounted lifts are the right choice for quick and uncomplicated installation. Benefit from more than 100 years of experience in the field of surface-mounted lifts.

                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    
                                                                            
                                        Test equipment

                                        AUTOPSTENHOJ test equipment: roller and plate brake testers, test lanes,axle play testers, headlight testers and, of course, the corresponding software.

                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    
                                                                            
                                        Solutions for heavy duty 

                                        AUTOPSTENHOJ offers both inground and surface-mounted lifts for the heavy duty sector with a lifting capacity of 7.5 - 20 tonnes. 

                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    
                                                                            
                                        Special solutions

                                        The AUTOPSTENHOJ range of special solutions comprises inground and surface-mounted lifts as well as many other solutions for special applications.


                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                                                    
                                
                                    
                                                                            
                                        Other workshop equipment

                                        AUTOPSTENHOJ offers an extensive range of accessories, intelligent solutions for energy supply at the workplace and cleaning machines for the automotive workshop.


                                        
                                    

                                

                            

                                            

                

            

        

    

    
        Hands-on workshop equipment

        
                                    
            
                In our AUTOPSTENHOJ Academy we bring workshop equipment to life!

Products from the areas of inground lifts, surface-mounted lifts and test equipment are installed there in working order, so that we can carry out lifting tests for a wide range of vehicle models here at any time.

On the total of 440 m² spread over 2 floors - with a large showroom and 2 seminar rooms - training sessions for our sales partners are held regularly to ensure that we continue to meet the requirements of leading car manufacturers and car dealerships.
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                            Please  accept marketing cookies  to watch the video.

                        

                    

                

                       
        

                             
                Just take a look!
            

            



    
    
            
        
            
                                                    
                        Products

                        We are proud to be able to offer you a comprehensive range of inground and surface-mounted lifts as well as test equipment that is recommended by leading car manufacturers.

                        
                            View all products
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                                            Masterlift 2.35 NxT Saa

                                            A real all-rounder that sets the benchmark on the market impresses with a wide set-up dimension and an extremely comfortable lifting range from flat sports cars to vans and electric vehicles.
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                                            Masterlift 2.35 NxT Pv

                                            Exactly the right choice for you! The classic inground lift impresses with its stable flat repair platforms with longitudinally adjustable supports, if required also with xy-function.
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                                            Sharklift 4.65 F 480/550 (KA1550/3000)

                                            High-precision wheel alignment lift with guaranteed accuracy tolerances of +/- 0,5 mm in transverse and longitudinal direction, can be combined with various wheel aligners, recommended by leading car manufacturers.
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                                            Major 4030-44 WL DLX

                                            Proven and recommended by leading car manufacturers 4-post wheel alignment lift with 4.0 t load capacity.
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                                            MagiX 35 DS II 

                                            Compact double scissor lift that needs no compressed air or a safety catch. Synchronisation is controlled electronically via a photocell, without a predefined drive-up direction and thus flexible in positioning.
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                                            Testmaster RT40

                                            Roller brake tester with drive-over load of up to 4 t, for check-in, repair and maintenance, test area and main inspection, optionally with PC or analogue display of the brake force.
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                        Approvals

                        
                            As a manufacturer and  supplier of inground and surface-mounted lifts, we are approved by the leading car manufacturers.
Our extensive product range is recommended worldwide.

The demands of car manufacturers worldwide on the quality of products and suppliers are constantly increasing. Our declared goal is to meet these demands now and in the future.

In close cooperation with the automotive plants, we develop and produce products that perfectly fit the respective portfolios.

We meet the high demands of vehicle manufacturers such as drive through widths, lifting points, swing arm areas, lifting heights, minimum heights, platforms widths and lengths and moving areas.

It goes without saying that we also meet their demands when it comes to corrosion protection and we have all the relevant safety aspects in mind during manufacturing!
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                Do you have questions?

                
                    Contact us
                

            

            
                Newsletter registration

                
                    Register now
                

            

            
                More contact options

                	 +49 5971 8602-02
	 info@autopstenhoj.com
	 Request for callback
                    
	
                                                                                                                 Partner Worldwide                    
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                Mercedes Widmann in Ebermannsdorf, Germany
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                BMW Gazda Group - Katowice, Poland
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                Burmarrad Group - Malta
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                VW - Krotoski Warszawa Wolica, Poland
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                Hyundai Training Academy - Hösbach, Germany
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                Van Roosmalen - Netherlands
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                Autovakmeester Dingerink - Netherlands
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                        AUTOPSTENHOJ Multi-Adapter

                        

                        
                            Precise support, exactly where it is needed.
The combination of E-adapters and Multi-adapters is the ideal solution for the safe lifting of electric vehicles. 
The small diameter of just 55 mm of the multi-adapter guarantees the necessary clearance for battery access, even in narrow spaces.
The low minimum height of approx. 85 mm* enables easy and safe lifting even with low ground ...                        
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                        AUTOPSTENHOJ E-Adapter

                        

                        
                            We have come up with something special for EVs!
Access to the lifting points of modern vehicles is becoming increasingly demanding, especially in the area of electric vehicles.
With our E-adapters, we offer a simple and safe solution that can also be used for your existing AUTOPSTENHOJ lift in many cases.
The slim and low design ensures accessibility to the lifting points and the battery. With ...                        
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                        AUTOPSTENHOJ Power Module

                        

                        
                            Plenty of connections to provide optimal freedom for working in the workshop!
The new power modules from AUTOPSTENHOJ ensure optimal freedom for working in your workshop.
It is completely pre-wired ready for connection, meaning you can get started straight away! The head piece and bracket have a double air connection and, of course, the power module is fitted with a protective bracket.
The ...                        
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                        Too old? Get it new! - Fitting solutions for almost all brands on the market! 

                        

                        
                            If the inground lift is outdated and needs to be replaced, the NxT Generation inground lift technology from AUTOPSTENHOJ offers the perfect solution.
For some time, we have been getting more and more enquiries on changing inground lifts. At the same time, we see that some customers are a little bit uncertain when it comes to this topic. What exactly does that mean? Is the execution complicated ...                        
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TOO OLD? GET IT NEW!

OLD cassette with a NEW AUTOPSTENHOJ lift!

Fitting solutions for almost all brands on the market!
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